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Introduction:
Investments in GPU technology transform industries like Media and Entertainment, gaming, HPC,
semiconductors, autonomous vehicles, and many others. As GPUs continue to outpace CPUs for specific
functions, the need for organizations to maximize the return on GPU investment is paramount.
With Pavilion’s latest capabilities and proof points for VMware® and NVIDIA®, customers can optimize
GPU environments to achieve greater productivity for global workforces and speed AI training and
inference in the data center and at the edge while performing comprehensive data analytics and machine
learning.
"High-performance computing requires high-performance I/O."
– Michael Kagan, NVIDIA CTO.
As you virtualize GPUs across the data center and in the cloud, the need for hyperparallel storage has
never been greater.
Proven and certified by VMware for NVMe-oF and validated by NVIDIA, Pavilion's HyperParallel Data
Platform™ is unmatched in performance, density, scalability, and flexibility for on-prem and hybrid clouds.
Using NVIDIA AI Enterprise software running on VMware vSphere 7, Update 2, customer workloads
access NVIDIA's CUDA applications, AI frameworks, pre-trained models, and software development kits.
With Pavilion, they share resources and improve GPU utilization while managing the entire environment
under Tanzu and ESXi using the latest A100 Tensor Core GPUs.
“With NVIDIA AI Enterprise on VMware, you can share, aggregate, and orchestrate GPU resources
with VMs or containers. Using Pavilion’s HyperParallel storage, GPU pipelines are more efficient.”
- Jason Massae, Technical Marketing Architect, VMware
Shared GPUs for Remote Workforce Optimization
In this example of GPU resource sharing for a "follow-the-sun" workflow, each user has access to the GPU
for rendering at any time. Live migration using vMotion assures zero downtime as different users access
GPU resources.

Pavilion storage delivers sub-microsecond Virtual Desktops for GPU sharing at an unprecedented scale.
Use block storage with 3rd party file systems or simplify block, file, and object protocols in a HyperParallel
data platform that scales up and out.
Migrations of users to various GPU resources are seamless with the Pavilion multi-controller architecture.
VMware Tanzu orchestrates everything. Any VDI user can share access to a GPU, and there is no
noticeable latency from Pavilion’s data storage layer, even as the number of clients increases.
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NVMe-oF Compared to iSCSI
The chart below illustrates how the Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform using RoCE shatters expectations
compared to iSCSI as a block storage device for VDI, Containers, and VMs in a VMware Tanzu
configuration.

With Pavilion, customers can run 2x the number of virtual machines or containers at 50% of the cost using
iSCSI. Latencies are ½ that of iSCSI using RoCE. Bandwidth for file and object storage is 143% greater
than what is running today using iSCSI.
NVMe-oF for Windows
Pavilion also offers a custom NVMe-oF driver for Windows clients.

RDMA access over TCP or RoCE for Windows users is paramount and not available from OS or storage
providers in certain situations. Pavilion offers drivers for Windows with support for RoCE or TCP for fast
and easy access to servers with NVIDIA GPUs.
Aggregated GPUs
Below we illustrate an example of aggregating GPUs to a single user for maximizing resources during offhours or when several GPUs are idle:
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In this example, vMotion has migrated all users off all GPUs and aggregated multiple GPUs to a power
user. The power user can run complex AI Inference, rendering, or other data pipelines on a scheduled
and orchestrated basis.
Pavilion assures maximum Read/Write performance at scale for this type of workload. Traditional dualcontroller AFA “islands” cannot scale up and out on-demand with thin provisioning to assure maximum
efficiency and performance across multiple servers with multiple GPUs.

“We can store the entire company's data inside of one unit, properly configured. As it is now, it's
equivalent to replacing three or four racks of equipment. The density is incredibly high. This product
allows us to start small and scale up, which is very important because we don't want to spend unneeded
CapEx if there is no usage driving the extra capacity beyond what we need.”
- Manager of Platform Software at a healthcare company
GPUDirect
A new technology from NVIDIA is Magnum IO GPUDirect™ Storage. Enabled by RDMA and RoCE, this
technology is ideally suited for Pavilion HyperParallel Storage. GPUDirect eliminates the CPU from the
data path, thereby feeding hungry GPUs faster.

On the left, you can see a traditional CPU-to-GPU pipeline. On the right is a GPUDirect pipeline.
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GPUDirect has advantages.
In testing with NVIDIA’s benchmarking tool gdsio, Pavilion’s performance dominates the competition
with read bandwidth >110% higher than competitors, write bandwidth >169% higher than competitors,
and latencies reduced by as much as 73%. All of this with 40% to 67% fewer rack units.
In short, Pavilion has the pole position in GPU and GPUDirect storage performance.
Pavilion’s validated benchmark testing for both file and block throughput is measured with a single
Pavilion array and a single DGX A100. The final numbers are extrapolated to represent the performance of
two Pavilion arrays in 8 rack units. With Pavilion, performance scales linearly.

The Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform

The Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform™, powered by Pavilion HyperOS™, is ideally suited for GPUcentric computing. With up to 20 storage controllers, 2.2PB of NVMe capacity in just four rack units, this
revolutionary storage system offers the most performant, dense, scalable, and flexible storage data
platform in the universe.
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Performant
In GPU computing, storage performance is critical for both read and write operations. Pavilion delivers
exceptionally high performance for both. Other vendors typically show better read performance by
adding expensive DRAM or 3D Xpoint cache to their array. This can improve sequential read performance
but does little for writes. As a result, many vendors do not publish write performance, or if they do, it is
usually far less than their read performance.

As part of the unique design, Pavilion uses a cacheless architecture that delivers exceptionally high
performance for both reads and writes, so every application, including those that rely on high data, ingest
rates, can benefit. Plus, without all that expensive DRAM or SCM for cache, costs are dramatically
reduced.
Dense
Performance density is one of the best measures for how different storage solutions compare to each
other. The easiest way to do this is to break down the performance of each solution to how many IOPs or
how much throughput is provided from each rack unit of space occupied. For example, the Pavilion
HyperParallel Data Platform can deliver 120GB/s of read performance for block data with a 4RU system.
This means that for each rack unit of space, Pavilion provides 30GB/s of read performance.

For example, vendors claim 350GB/sec throughput for 1MB file performance, yet the equipment
required to do this occupies nearly 2 entire racks or 84 rack units. So normalizing to RU matters.
To determine the performance per RU, divide the performance by the rack units consumed by the solution
tested. For example:
•
•

If a vendor has a solution that delivers 40GB/sec in 4RU, their performance per RU is 10GB/sec.
If another vendor publishes a 300GB/sec of throughput with 48RU to do it, their per RU performance
is only 6.25GB/sec.

As another example, an object vendor publishes 1.372Tb/sec (bits) write performance. As you drill into
the metrics, it is actually:
•
•
•

171GB/sec (bytes)
It took 352 HPE servers at 2RU each to deliver it
That equates to 704 rack unit

The write performance density per rack unit in this case is 171GBps/704 = 0.49 GB/sec.

By standardizing on the RU, customers can get a clear picture of the performance density they can expect
from a given product.
To learn more about storage performance density, please read this blog and download the storage
vendor normalization tool:
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Scalable
Leveraging the power of the unique network-based architecture of the Pavilion HyperParallel Data
Platform, customers can add capacity or processing power independently of each other. Start with as few
as 18 drives and scale capacity up to 72 drives in each 4RU system for a total of 2PB.

Scale the processing power of the Pavilion HyperParallel Data Platform, which accelerates throughput and
IOPS by increasing the number of controllers. Each controller is entirely independent and comes with its
own processor, memory, networking, and OS instance. Begin with as few as four controllers and increase
throughput and IOPS as needed by adding more controllers, up to 20 in each system.
With Pavilion HyperOS™ 3.0, it is now possible to scale-up and scale-out linearly across Pavilion systems
using high-speed interconnects like 100 or 200Gb/sec InfiniBand or Ethernet.
Extrapolating DGX A100 gdsio performance benchmarks to a Pavilion HyperParallel Storage Arrays pair,
Pavilion can quickly saturate a GDX A100 with just 2 systems in 8 rack units.
Flexible
It is important to note that GPUs can support multiple types of data protocols. Block protocols are used to
read/write data from/to structured data sets (such as a SQL or NoSQL database). File or Object protocols
are often associated with unstructured data like IoT sensor data, media and entertainment data,
surveillance data, geospatial data.

Most traditional storage arrays support either block or file and object data. None support the flexible
combination of block, file, and object in a single system.
Summary
Whether you are enhancing a current AI/ML/DL pipeline with more storage capacity or require greater
performance to keep valuable GPUs fully saturated and utilized to the maximum, Pavilion’s HyperParallel
Data Platform offers the best-in-class block, file, and object throughput per rack unit with the lowest
latencies of NVMe-oF storage alternatives.

With certification for VMware vSphere, 7 using RoCE, VMware, and NVIDIA, customers can confidently
take advantage of the NVIDIA AI Enterprise Software Suite to share GPUs for optimal resource utilization
and aggregate GPUs to accelerate AI/ML pipelines. As NVIDIA’s Magnum IO GPUDirect Storage enters
the mainstream, Pavilion is the unrivaled solution for customer choice and control of GPU efficiency.
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